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PRODUCT: 
ASFALT LR

MANUFACTURER: 
ASFALT, Switzerland

CATEGORY:
Start-Up

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
Startup ASFALT from Solothurn is launching the ASFALT LR e-bike. ASFALT LR 
weighs 19kg and boasts a minimalist design. The e-bike is equipped with two 
batteries (2x252Wh), which are fully integrated in the bike frame. The seattu-
be battery is removable, so it can be charged at home or in the office. You can 
choose to ride with one battery or two. The level indicator for the batteries is 
also integrated in the frame, negating the need for an additional display. What’s 
more, the e-bike has a fully integrated standlight feature. The aim was to create 
a pure, sleek design, without compromising on range, flexibility and the practi-
calities of charging.

JURY STATEMENT:
This Swiss-made cycle makes no compromises on either quality or materials. 
Overall finish, attention to detail, craftsmanship of the joints and integration of 
the cables are all excellent. Thanks to the modular design, one of the two batte-
ries can be removed to reduce weight for shorter trips.?

BOOTH-NR.: ÜO-100

WEBSITE: http://www.asfalt.ch

ASFALT LR

GOLD WINNER & START-UP WINNER 
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PRODUCT: 
Chat

MANUFACTURER: 
Van Raam, Netherlands

CATEGORY:
LEV & (E-)Special Purpose Bikes

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
The Chat rickshaw bike is meant to ride together with adults and/or children 
who are no longer able to participate in traffic on their own or for the recrea-
tional use. The two people who join the group as passengers are seated next to 
each other in a specially designed seating unit where design and ergonomics 
come together. The pilot sits behind this seating unit and thus has an overview 
of the road, but also of the passengers. 
The Chat rickshaw bike comes standard with our electric pedal support assis-
tance, which can be used to cycle backwards, with a unique smartphone app. 
You can enjoy a comfortable bike ride through a combination of suspension, 
correct ergonomics and seat cushions.

JURY STATEMENT:
This rickshaw bike has an impressive quality of detail. We found it very easy to 
ride and liked its wide range of safety features, particularly the good visibility 
through the canopy.

WEBSITE: https://www.vanraam.com

Chat - Chat Rickshaw Bike

GOLD WINNER
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PRODUCT: 
AirWinder Self-Inflating Bicycle Tire

MANUFACTURER: 
AirWinder Suisse Sàrl, Switzerland

CATEGORY:
Bike Components

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
AirWinder, Inc. has developed the first self-inflating, pneumatic bicycle tires. 
AirWinder solves the problem of air pressure loss by incorporating a peristaltic 
pumping system into the tire. The system uses some of the mechanical energy 
from riding to push air into the tire. The pumping mechanism is co-manufac-
tured into the tread to create a single piece tire that is compatible with existing 
rims. A user-adjustable control system is incorporated into the inner tube. 
Together, the system both inflates and regulates the pressure in the tires.   Not 
only does the system eliminate the need to refill your tires, it is the only system 
which continuously regulates the pressure in the tire.

JURY STATEMENT:
There are too many bikes on the road with excessively low air pressure. This 
product increases safety and saves riders even having to think about checking 
their tyres.

WEBSITE: https://airwinder.com/

AirWinder Self-Inflating Bicycle Tire - 
Self-Inflating bicycle tire

GOLD WINNER
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PRODUCT: 
SRAM & RockShox AXS

MANUFACTURER: 
SRAM, Germany

CATEGORY:
Bike Components

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
Already on the first glance the AXS technology shows the advantages of wireless 
bike parts. On a closer view it offers never seen before options to personalize 
and control via the AXS App. SRAM Eagle AXS combines the proven Eagle tech-
nology with a wireless system. Alone the AXS shift-performance makes a major 
difference, every gear change is 100% precise and fast. The wireless RockShox 
Reverb AXS dropper-post now features a touch-controller that remotes the 
seatpost without the smallest delay. On and off the bike, AXS changes the way 
we experience our bikes.

JURY STATEMENT:
A smoothly functioning and race-proven wireless system that has the potential 
to revolutionise bike design. It makes fitting components easier and has an 
excellently finish. To date electronic gear shifts and seat post adjustment have 
been integrated into the system.

BOOTH-NR.: A2-202

WEBSITE: https://airwinder.com/

SRAM & RockShox AXS - Technology that simplifies!

GOLD WINNER
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PRODUCT: 
FOX Live Valve

MANUFACTURER: 
FOX Factory, United States

CATEGORY:
Bike Components

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
FOX‘s electronically controlled Live Valve takes the guesswork away from sus-
pension. The controller automatically switches the fork
and shock independently as the terrain changes. It uses ultra-fast reacting 
sensors and the fastest valve ever created by FOX. The system is complex, but 
what you get is simple. It’s doing the work for you. 3 different sensors measure 
the terrain 1000 times per second and the reaction time of the system is 3 
milliseconds (way faster then any human can react). In these 3 milliseconds the 
suspension is changing from an extremely efficient to a super plush character, 
without the need to take away the focus from the trail. Battery life is minimum 
20 hours of riding

JURY STATEMENT:
A smart system that reads the terrain and makes very fast setting changes in 
suspension. It has been proven at the highest level. We particularly liked the 
added safety this brings and the fact that the rider can concentrate more on the 
trail – and of course have more fun.

BOOTH-NR.: B1-500

WEBSITE: https://www.ridefox.com

FOX Live Valve - THE FASTED SUSPENSION SYSTEM

GOLD WINNER
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PRODUCT: 
I LOCK IT e-bike

MANUFACTURER: 
haveltec GmbH, Germany

CATEGORY:
Bike Components

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
E-bike security is solved comfortably and fully automatically with the integrated 
lock system I LOCK IT e-bike. The combination of an adapter for Bosch e-bike 
displays and the smart bike lock I LOCK IT+ sets new standards for bike security. 
When removing the e-bike display including the adapter, I LOCK IT+ locks auto-
matically. When locked the rear wheel of the e-bike cannot rotate and if someo-
ne tries to move the e-bike the acoustic alarm system is triggered. Plugging the 
display back on unlocks the bike lock and the ride can continue. The associated 
smartphone app offers various settings, such as the alarm or warning sounds. A 
seamless and comfortable security solution, perfect for e-bike

JURY STATEMENT:
Lock up by removing the display: simply remove the display when you stop off 
for a snack and I LOCK IT simultaneously secures the bike via the frame lock 
fitted to the rear wheel. A perfect anti-theft device for those short stops because 
many people take the display with them in any case. It’s particularly pleasing to 
see that the company has linked up with the market leader as its partner.

BOOTH-NR.: FW-217

WEBSITE: https://www.ilockit.bike

I LOCK IT e-bike - ILOCKIT ebike secure & comfort

GOLD WINNER
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PRODUCT: 
Superdelite GT rohloff HS with GX option

MANUFACTURER: 
Riese & Müller, Germany

CATEGORY:
(E-)Urban Bikes & (E-)Fitness Bikes

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
The Superdelite is the logical successor of the successful Delite and its latest 
generation once again embodies cutting edge technology. It is the world’s only 
full-suspension E-Bike with integrated DualBattery Technology, intelligent inte-
gration of the motor into the frame design as well as main beam and brake light 
by standard. Overall, three different chassis are available, which differ in terms 
of chassis tuning, suspension travel and bottom bracket height and thus allow 
maximum customisation. The Superdelite is equipped with the new Bosch Per-
formance CX Gen4 motor. Riese & Müller Control Technology ensures maximum 
comfort, dynamics and safety.

JURY STATEMENT:
We had great fun with this multi-talent from the luxury end of the cycling world. 
One of its perfectly engineered features is the extended range provided by the 
double battery integrated invisibly into the frame.

BOOTH-NR.: A6-300

WEBSITE: https://www.r-m.de

GOLD WINNER

Superdelite GT rohloff HS with GX option - 
Sport Utility Bike
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PRODUCT: 
CERO One

MANUFACTURER: 
CERO Bikes, United States

CATEGORY:
Bike Components

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
The CERO One is an innovative compact electric cargo bike designed for com-
muters, families, and businesses. It features an original modular cargo system 
with interchangeable baskets that can mount both in the front and rear of the 
bike. The aluminum step-through frame is outfitted with a 26“ rear wheel and 
a 20“ front wheel, for a low center of gravity and a stable, highly maneuver-
able ride. It‘s a „one-size-fits-most“ bike with an adjustable stem (also has a 
twist function) and saddle to accommodate riders of many heights. Featuring a 
Nuvinci Internal Gear Hub and Gates Belt Drive, a Shimano E6100 System with 
a 504Wh Battery, for up to 170 km of range. Plus, premium components come 
standard

JURY STATEMENT:
A compact cargo bike with a good carrying capacity. Clever features include the 
modular accessories that can be fitted to the front and rear carriers. We consi-
dered this a sturdy workhorse for everyday use. Its low centre of gravity provides 
stability.

WEBSITE: http://cero.bike

CERO One - CERO One Electric Cargo Bike

GOLD WINNER
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PRODUCT: 
e-muli STEPS

MANUFACTURER: 
muli-cycles, Germany

CATEGORY:
(E-)Cargo Bikes

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
The e-muli STEPS is a compact electric cargo bike that is built as short as 
possible and equipped with a folding basket. This makes the e-muli two in one: 
an agile everyday bike that can be taken into the subway and parked on any bi-
cycle parking space, and a powerful cargo bike, whose basket can be folded out 
one-handed. The new Shimano STEPS 6100 motor is perfectly integrated into 
the frame design. With Gates Carbon Drive and the intelligent Di2 shifting sys-
tem, which enables fast and high-precision shifting even under heavy loads, the 
e-muli offers state-of-the-art e-bike technology. This technology combined with 
the compact frame and folding basket produce the highest degree of usability.

JURY STATEMENT:
The new e-muli cargo bike impressed us with its clear, plain styling and the 
clever integration of the new Shimano drive. Utility has priority and turns this 
agile cargo bike into a very practical yet also most inspiring workhorse. It is also 
small and compact.

BOOTH-NR.: A1-710

WEBSITE: https://muli-cycles.de/en/

GOLD WINNER

e-muli STEPS - More than just a cargo bike



PRODUCT: 
Bike Box

MANUFACTURER: 
Bike Box Company, South Africa

CATEGORY:
Start-Up

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
The ultimate foldable Travel BikeBox
 • Fits all bike sizes (MTB, road bike, Gravel, etc)
 • Weighs a mere 6kgs
 •  2 sizes: Fully opened the box measures 140x80x30cm (or 120x78x25cm). 

Folds into itself and uses 80% less storage space than a hardcover box 
measuring a mere 83x77x7cm (76x67x7cm). Can be stored in small spaces. 

 •  The product is made from strong and waterproof polypropylene and can be 
used for multiple journeys. 

 •  Includes protective inners to cover important components such as casset-
te, crank, derailleur, disc brakes and front shocks.

 •  Includes a foldable “Box-in-the-Box” for storage of bike accessories.
 • Attachable wheels for easy moving around the airport.

JURY STATEMENT:
This economical solution to transporting bikes provides greater protection than 
many alternatives at three to four times the price. The system is suitable for 
mountain and road bikes and can be modified to protect fragile components. It’s 
also very easy to store.

WEBSITE: http://bikebox.company

Bike Box - Bike Box for Bicycle Travel 

START-UP WINNER
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START-UP WINNER

PRODUCT: 
TATZE Integral (crank-pedal drive unit)

MANUFACTURER: 
TATZE bike-components, Austria

CATEGORY:
Start-Up

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
The classic construction of bicycle pedals consists of pedal axle, pedal body 
and a bearing between these components to allow the rotation. In the pursuit 
of ever thinner and lighter pedals, however, this construction comes up against 
its limits, because the components add up in height (axis + storage + pedal 
body). The TATZE Integral system solution is a new approach to making pedals 
much thinner, lighter and easier to manufacture. The innovation is to mount 
the bearings for the rotation of the pedal in the crank. This makes it possible to 
produce 1-piece and high-strength pedals such as the TATZE Blade Pedal with 
85g and a thickness of 3-9mm.

JURY STATEMENT:
TATZE presents an interesting new approach to pedal technology, with the 
bearings being incorporated into the crank rather than the pedal itself. A new 
future trend perhaps?

BOOTH-NR.: ÜO-404

WEBSITE: http://www.tatze-bike.com

TATZE Integral - the world thinest MTB pedal 
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START-UP WINNER

PRODUCT: 
AER 557 Adult Electric Scooter

MANUFACTURER: 
AER Electric Company Ltd., United Kingdom

CATEGORY:
Start-Up

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
Designed especially for adults, the AER 557 is a high performance e-scooter 
that works, feels and rides differently to any other electric scooter on the market. 
The AER 557 is electrically powered with a gearless direct drive 500W hub 
motor. That means no emissions and no pollution. With a powerful and efficient 
50NM of torque, the motor is powered by a 557 Panasonic cell removable battery. 
Here are just a few features that make the AER 557 the number one choice for 
safety and comfort:
 • extra wide sustainable bamboo board
 • large 20“ wheels
 • front and back dual piston hydraulic brakes
 • high power headlight and rear light
 • ergonomic and award winning handlebars and grips

JURY STATEMENT:
The large wheels on this e-scooter make it much more stable to ride. The over-
all frame construction also greatly improves driving dynamics.

BOOTH-NR.: ÜO-302

WEBSITE: https://aerelectric.com/

AER 557 Adult Electric Scooter
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START-UP WINNER

PRODUCT: 
DiOX DWR C Zero coating

MANUFACTURER: 
DiOX / LiquidNano, United Kingdom

CATEGORY:
Start-Up

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
DiOX is a Nanotech treatment that coats any fabric with Silica Dioxide, making it 
extremely aquaphobic.  Traditional DWR treatments have all relied on chemical 
reactions to bond to a fabric, DiOX uses physics.  VAN DER WAALS FORCE is 
the electrostatic attraction of molecules and DiOX has produced nano particles 
that use VdW force to create an extremely strong durable aquaphobic coating 
that lasts 10 times longer than the chemical treatments (independent tests 
available)
DiOX is applied at the dye stage via a water solution and flash dried and is C-Ze-
ro. Our treatment can be applied to any fabric and our ambition is to work with  
brands to help reduce the environmental impact of our sport.

JURY STATEMENT:
We were greatly impressed by this new fabric coating. It promises to be more 
durable and environment-friendly than traditional solutions. This is because it 
achieves its water-proofing effect through physics rather than chemical means.

WEBSITE: http://www.diox.global

DiOX DWR C Zero coating - DiOX, CO DWR Coating
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WINNER

PRODUCT: 
PING if you care!

MANUFACTURER: 
Bike Citizens / Mobiel 21, Austria

CATEGORY:
Concepts & Digital Projects

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
Crowdsourcing bicycle user experience in cities. 
Participants track their rides, push the PING blue-tooth button to mark loca-
tions and leave feedback on their markers at the end of the ride. Feedback is 
given through a pre-fab list of up to 64 common issues cyclists encounter, from 
conflicts with other road users to infrastructure flaws. It‘s super quick!
Analysis: PINGs are mapped and set into correlation with overall cycling 
tracking data (in BC Analytics). PINGs analysis points towards issues created by 
negligence, poor planning or road user culture.  
PING analysis helps to identify where to concentrate efforts and improvements. 
PING Amsterdam 2019: 30k commented PINGs in 4 weeks

JURY STATEMENT:
Crowd-sourcing for the future of urban cycling. The ping button and the app 
help to identify hazardous or damaged locations in the city and report them to 
the local authority. Bike-friendly towns can then improve their infrastructure 
with the aid of the biker network. A great idea.

BOOTH-NR.: A4-204A

WEBSITE: https://pingifyoucare.eu/

PING if you care!
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PRODUCT: 
rebike1.de

MANUFACTURER: 
Rebike1 GmbH, Germany

CATEGORY:
Concepts & Digital Projects

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
rebike1 GmbH based in Krailling near Munich operates the digital market-
place for used, as good as new Premium E-Bikes under the URL www.rebike1.
de. E-bikes from leading brands such as Haibike, Winora, Husqvarna Bicycles, 
R RAYMON, Flyer and KTM are on offer. These e-bikes were exhibition and 
demonstration goods of the manufacturers, are returnes of dealers or come 
from own rental stations. They were between three and twelve months old and 
usually only traveled up to 1,000 kilometers. rebike1 prepares all e-bikes visu-
ally and technically: inspects components, exchanges wear parts as needed and 
brings the e-bikes to shine. Price advantage up to 40%.

JURY STATEMENT:
The Rebike concept provides online access to young used e-bikes with a low 
mileage. The great feature is that the Munich-based company works with over 
80 partners in Germany who supply the bikes to customers. At up to 40 per cent 
below the new price, all bikes still carry a two-year warranty on battery and 
motor. We find this quite sensational.

BOOTH-NR.: FW-215

WEBSITE: https://rebike1.de

rebike1.de

WINNER
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WINNER

PRODUCT: 
by.schulz Verpackungskonzept

MANUFACTURER: 
by.schulz GmbH, Germany

CATEGORY:
Concepts & Digital Projects

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
Sustainability is now more than ever a major issue. For this reason, the packa-
ging comes from local production and does not contain any plastic materials. 
The completely recyclable packaging holds the product securely in position 
and serves as protection during transport. The packaging for all products was 
deliberately developed with a simple design and purpose of recognition with a 
uniform shape and at the same time effect refinement avoided. The open design 
allows the product to be seen and touched, the graphic design picks up on the 
product and conveys the brand and quality. The variable use of the packaging for 
different products and models saves resources and underlines the concept.

JURY STATEMENT:
This packaging concept has been consistently implemented to avoid the use of 
plastics throughout. The cardboard comes from sustainable sources and any 
printing is carried out by local companies. In short: an all-round bonus for the 
environment.

BOOTH-NR.: A3-109

WEBSITE: http://www.byschulz.com

by.schulz Verpackungskonzept
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PRODUCT: 
MAGURA Cockpit Integration

MANUFACTURER: 
MAGURA, Germany

CATEGORY:
Bike Components

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
The first symbiosis of handlebar and brake – with no external tubings.
The new MAGURA Cockpit Integration (MCi) is the world’s first hydraulic brake 
that’s fully integrated in the handlebar. With no external tubings, the MCi gives 
riders a tidy cockpit, better aerodynamics and greater protection for hydraulic 
components. The MCi is part of the new MAGURA Integration Series. The design 
of the new MCi also makes it possible for manufacturers to consistently extend 
the design language of the frame into the cockpit. The MCi is available with 
2-piston and 4-piston brake callipers. Dimensions of the expansion reservoir 
and piston diameter of the MCi correspond to the standard MT MAGURA brakes.

JURY STATEMENT:
Two particularly impressive aspects are the clean appearance thanks to the 
hydraulics concealed inside the handlebars and the extra resilience that this 
provides. Any tubes that are not exposed cannot be damaged in an accident.

BOOTH-NR.: A2-202

WEBSITE: https://www.magura.com

MAGURA Cockpit Integration

WINNER
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WINNER

PRODUCT: 
LIMOTEC Air Suspension Dropper Post

MANUFACTURER: 
Limotec ltd., Taiwan

CATEGORY:
Bike Components

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
Dropper posts are a fine thing for sportive riders, as well as suspension seat 
posts are great for city bikes. With our Limotec Air Suspension Dropper Post 
we combine these two, almost entirely separated worlds, into one. Therefore, 
we open a new level of comfort AND safety, for sportive AND comfort segments. 
Riders on sportive hardtails increase their comfort, while comfort riders get an 
extra safety plus in the city, by the dropper function which guarantees a safe 
stop at the traffic lights. These products make it ideal especially for fast deve-
loping eBike crossover concepts, which more and more meltdown the classic 
category borders. Now available for most popular diameters already.

JURY STATEMENT:
This dropper post is aimed at cyclists for everyday use. It allows riders to lower 
the seatpost from a control on the handlebars when dismounting or waiting at 
traffic lights. The integrated suspension also increases ride comfort.

BOOTH-NR.: A1-512

WEBSITE: http://www.limo-tec.com/

LIMOTEC Air Suspension Dropper Post - 
New seat post: Two become One
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PRODUCT: 
Cinq Shift:R Road für Pinion

MANUFACTURER: 
Tout Terrain GmbH & Co.KG, Germany

CATEGORY:
Bike Components

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
The Shift:R technology is the first to integrate a road shifter-brake lever with the 
Pinion C-Series gearboxes and the hydraulic TRP disc brake. The system incor-
porates Cinq’s second generation Shift:R technology. Developed specifically for 
the Pinion C-Line gearboxes, the Shift:R Road for Pinion opens up a whole new 
world of performance Pinion equipped drop-bar bikes. Gravel bikes with Pinion 
transmission are now a reality.
 • Enables simultaneous braking and shifting
 • Shift up to two gears at once
 • Shift/brake levers with fully hydraulic TRP Hylex disc brakes

JURY STATEMENT:
With this shifter Cinq provides an efficient means of operating the pinion trans-
mission from drop bars. As a result Pinion can also be used on gravel bikes. 
Maintenance is also straightforward thanks to the open positioning of the cables 
on the levers.

WEBSITE: http://cinq.de/de

Cinq Shift:R Road für Pinion - 
First Road Shifter for Pinion

WINNER
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WINNER

PRODUCT: 
Basil Commuter Carrier

MANUFACTURER: 
Basil B.V., Netherlands

CATEGORY:
Bike Components

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
Commuting to work by bike is a rising global trend. Commuters need visibility, 
laptop protection, connectivity, etc. The design collaboration of 5 leading compa-
nies (Basil, Spanninga, Tracefy, MIK, Massload) resulted in ideal innovations:
 •  Smart Box by Tracefy connects owners to their bike. It’s an anti-theft 

protection + bike-computer, with Bluetooth, GPS, WiFi, consumer apps + 
dealers + fleet management

 • High visibility rear light with new Contour Lighting Technology (Spanninga)
 • Open source platform MIK HD: switch accessories from many brands easily 
 • BSAT: - Your business bag won’t touch your heels any more
     -  The suspension reduces forces on bike accessories. 

JURY STATEMENT:
It‘s all there: integrated rear light with a broad radius, a wide range of settings 
so that the carrier can be adjusted to the size of wheel and rider (more space 
for the feet) and the GPS module as anti-theft function. The judges were also 
impressed by the very attractive price for the entire package.

BOOTH-NR.: A4-206

WEBSITE: https://www.basil.com

Basil Commuter Carrier
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PRODUCT: 
QUARTZ

MANUFACTURER: 
Kervelo, France

CATEGORY:
Bike Components

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
QUARTZ is an innovative drive unit for e-bikes and e-cargo bikes. It is the native 
integration of a planetary gearbox and an electric assistance motor in a single 
mid-drive unit. It adds full-time gear shifting, ease of use, reliability and low 
maintenance to e-bikes.
By uniting gearing and motor in the same compact mid-drive unit, we allow the 
whole bike to have better dynamics, simpler rear wheel transmission, possibly 
with the benefits of a belt. And since QUARTZ is very light and compact, it integ-
rates very well in the design of any bike. 
With QUARTZ, we hope to contribute to the emergence of a new generation of 
e-bikes which shall be the cornerstone of modern personal urban mobility.

JURY STATEMENT:
We were very impressed by the use of this drive unit with six-speed transmis-
sion in e-cargo bikes. The tough, low-maintenance system is predestined for 
city bikes and above all sharing schemes.

BOOTH-NR.: A1-202A

WEBSITE: https://www.kervelo.com

QUARTZ

WINNER
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WINNER

PRODUCT: 
blubrake

MANUFACTURER: 
blubrake s.r.l., Italy

CATEGORY:
Bike Components

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
Blubrake is the only ABS for E-Bike totally integrated inside the frame and sui-
table for every kind of E-Bike from E-MTB to City , from trekking to cargo bike. 
Blubrake ABS drastically increases safety on e-bike and guarantees a more 
enjoyable cycling experience. 
It is the only ABS system on the market compatible with every kind of battery 
and braking system.

JURY STATEMENT:
This OEM ABS system is integrated into the frame and is compatible with every 
kind of e-bike. We look forward to further developments of this function.

BOOTH-NR.: FG-B6/5

WEBSITE: http://blubrake.it/en/

blubrake - Blubrake ABS for E-Bike
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PRODUCT: 
Kwick Drumlin Cargo

MANUFACTURER: 
Kervelo, France

CATEGORY:
Bike Components

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
Kwick Drumlin CARGO is a tire specifically developed for the use on Cargo 
E-Bikes. Cargo E-bikes are by their construction heavier than traditional bikes. 
They are also exposed to greater loads during active use, resulting in accelera-
ted tire wear to failure and punctures.
Kenda developed a special tire with a 2-ply construction and the addition of 
a sub-tread puncture breaker, called K-Shield; resulting in a load capacity of 
150kg/tire and an increase to overall tire durability by more than 600% when 
compared to traditional e-bike tires. 
Guaranteeing tire durability for cargo bikes ensures no down time and loss of 
revenue, the Kwick Drumlin Cargo tires safeguard from flats and wear.

JURY STATEMENT:
Every aspect of cargo bikes has to be adapted to the additional weight – and that 
includes the tyres. This is why we particularly liked the Kwick Drumlin Cargo. 
The tyre can carry up to 150 kilograms.

BOOTH-NR.: B1-405

WEBSITE: https://bicycle.kendatire.com

Kwick Drumlin Cargo - Special tire for Cargo-Bikes

WINNER
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WINNER

PRODUCT: 
Vredestein Fortezza Flower Power

MANUFACTURER: 
Apollo Vredestein B.V., Netherlands

CATEGORY:
Bike Components

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
The tyre is the world’s first road bicycle tyre made of rubber extracted from the 
roots of the Russian dandelion. This is a sustainable alternative for traditional 
rubber compounds, as the current source of natural rubber (the tree Hevea 
Brasiliensis) is forecasted to no longer satisfy demand by 2022/23. While trees 
may take up to seven years to mature, the dandelion can be harvested within 
one year.
Testing has been done by the independent Wheel Energy Laboratory, which 
confirmed that the rubber used is superior to the traditional type extracted from 
trees. Results have proven that resins in dandelion rubber provide better per-
formance and a stronger grip on wet roads.

JURY STATEMENT:
This limited edition tyre is produced from the Russian dandelion. Not only does 
the rubber offer enhanced performance it also scores highly in terms of sustai-
nability as the plant grows more quickly than traditional sources.

BOOTH-NR.: B5-502

WEBSITE: https://www.vredestein.co.uk/bicycle/tyre-finder/

Vredestein Fortezza Flower Power - 
First tyre made of dandelions
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PRODUCT: 
WD-40 Flexible

MANUFACTURER: 
WD-40 Company Ltd., Germany

CATEGORY:
Bike Components

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
WD-40 Flexible is the first product of its kind. It contains the same great formu-
la, but with an ingenious innovation. A hard-wearing, heat-resistant, bendable 
straw that can be used for a wide variety of applications.
Unlike its Smart Straw predecessor it keeps its shape, so it is ideal for precision 
work in a wide variety of sectors.
Flexible also has a taller, thinner 400ml can which cleverly reduces overuse and 
waste, as well as allowing for a longer straw. The Spray 2 Ways technology and 
the 360° valve allow the product to be applied in almost any position. The Flexib-
le Straw allows you to Reach The Unreachable!

JURY STATEMENT:
An ingenious addition to the workshop. Where space is at a premium, there’s 
not even room for a spray can. The new hose with a nozzle is flexible yet still stiff 
enough direct its spray accurately to where WD40 is needed

BOOTH-NR.: B5-507

WEBSITE: https://wd40.de/

WD-40 Flexible - WD-40® FLEXIBLE

WINNER
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WINNER

PRODUCT: 
milKit Tubeless Booster V2

MANUFACTURER: 
Sport Components AG, Switzerland

CATEGORY:
Bike Accessories

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
The milKit tubeless booster is the lightest, most efficient and least expensive 
tubeless inflation device in the market - plus it also doubles as a water bottle.
The booster head weighs only 21 grams and can easily be carried along on rides 
– the booster head fits in a small pocket, while the milKit water bottle goes into 
your bottle cage. 
Using the milKit booster is as easy as it can get: Inflate the booster with your 
mini or foot pump, press it on your tubeless valve … and BOOST. 
The milKit booster doesn‘t have a hose, and you have the full pressure right at 
the valve. When you apply the booster, an ABUNDANT amount of air instantly 
blasts (or pops) the tire right on the rim. It allows you to inflate large 29er tires 
easily, even with the smaller 0.6 L / 20 oz bottle.

JURY STATEMENT:
This practical accessory doubles as a tough water bottle and tubeless tyre 
booster. A must for mountain bikers and a benefit for the environment too, since 
it saves on single-use carbon dioxide cartridges.

BOOTH-NR.: A3-200

WEBSITE: http://www.milKit.bike

milKit Tubeless Booster V2
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PRODUCT: 
OC 3 Plus

MANUFACTURER: 
Alfred Kärcher SE & Co. KG / Alfred Kärcher Vertriebs GmbH,  
Germany

CATEGORY:
Bike Accessories

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
For anyone who needs a cleaning solution on the go:the compact and light-
weight Mobile Cleaner OC 3 Plus from Kärcher.Thanks to the integrated li-
thium-ion battery and detachable 7-liter water tank, you can clean f.e. your bike 
or the like even without an electrical or water supply connection. With gentle 
but efficient low-pressure (5 bar),the OC 3 Plus is ideal cleaning solution for 
delicate surfaces, even for the bike‘s most delicate components such as bearing 
and seals.One battery load enables you for 15 min continuous cleaning. During 
cleaning,the LED-light indicates when the battery runs low. To fit more various 
cleaning tasks, you will find a wide range of accessories and accessory boxes

JURY STATEMENT:
Convenient, smart, practical – super! The mobile washing unit for bikes from 
the specialists Kärcher has a modular construction, its own battery so that it 
can be set up almost anywhere and is generally well thought-out. The water 
tank is sufficient for the initial cleaning. It will no doubt send you heading into 
the mud more often.

BOOTH-NR.: FG-A10/4

WEBSITE: https://www.kaercher.com/de/

OC 3 Plus - Mobile Cleaner OC 3 Plus

WINNER
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WINNER

PRODUCT: 
Urban Iki rear seat frame mounting

MANUFACTURER: 
OGK Europe BV/ OGK.co.ltd, Netherlands

CATEGORY:
Bike Accessories

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
Urban Iki Rear Seats are suitable for almost all bicycles. The mounting mate-
rials are included with every Urban Iki child bike seat. The installation of the 
child bike seat can be done in only 5 minutes. . The seat can be mounted on the 
luggage carrier and on the bicycle frame. In the seat as well in the mounting 
parts there has been given great attention to details in design and functionality. 
No disturbing technical parts that draw the attention. But clever working stylish 
parts that match the seat perfectly. The closure of the 5-point harness has been 
designed so that you can easily open and close the harness. And you only need 
one hand to adjust the footrests.

JURY STATEMENT:
The Urban Iki rear seat can be mounted on the bike frame using a separate hol-
der or onto practically any carrier rack with its integrated adapter. What’s more, 
it’s also a really attractive child seat, as one of our panel noted from experience. 
Small, lightweight and multifunctional are additional attributes.

BOOTH-NR.: A4-407

WEBSITE: http://www.urbaniki.com

Urban Iki rear seat frame mounting - 
Rear seat frame mountingmounting
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PRODUCT: 
Tectal Race SPIN NFC

MANUFACTURER: 
POC, Sweden

CATEGORY:
Bike Accessories

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
The helmet that can speak for you when you can’t. The Tectal Race SPIN NFC 
has all the safety and performance features of the renowned trail and enduro 
specific Tectal Race SPIN, and provides added security thanks to the inclusion 
of a digital NFC Medical ID Chip. With a RECCO Reflector included, it’s easier for 
mountain rescuers to find you. The NFC chip can then be easily read, by rescue 
teams or other riders, simply by holding an NFC-enabled smartphone over the 
helmet to instantly give rescuers the information they need at the scene, and 
support them in making the best judgments for treatment in the vital “Golden 
Hour” immediately after an accident when the correct treatment is essential

JURY STATEMENT:
The technology in this mountain bike helmet by POC has been tried and tested 
in mountain rescue operations. An integrated RFID chip adds passive safety 
by storing the riders’ medical details, so that the emergency services can read 
them out instantly on site and provide medical assistance more quickly in the 
event of an accident.

BOOTH-NR.: B3-402

WEBSITE: http://www.pocsports.com

Tectal Race SPIN NFC - MTB helmet with medical ID

WINNER
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WINNER

PRODUCT: 
SmartphoneHub

MANUFACTURER: 
Bosch eBike Systems, Germany

CATEGORY:
Bike Accessories

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
Digitisation on the pedelec takes things to the next level and opens up more and 
more choices for users. The new SmartphoneHub from Bosch eBike Systems 
connects the eBiker with the online world by means of the smartphone and the 
COBI.Bike app. The smart control centre offers a wide range of useful functi-
ons - from navigation, music control, fitness tracking and making calls to the 
connection to other services and apps, such as Strava or komoot. An integrated 
display that supplies the eBiker with the most important riding data, even wit-
hout the smartphone, ensures sufficient flexibility while on the road.

JURY STATEMENT:
We like this neat and tidy design which keeps the smartphone. A useful functio-
nal addition for Bosch e-bike riders.

BOOTH-NR.: A6-206

WEBSITE: https://www.bosch-ebike.com/de/

SmartphoneHub - Connected biking
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PRODUCT: 
Lumos Matrix Helmet

MANUFACTURER: 
Lumen Labs, United States

CATEGORY:
Bike Accessories

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
The Lumos Matrix is an urban style smart helmet that integrates front and 
rear lights, turn signals, and brake lights beautifully into the structure of the 
helmet. Its hard shell shape sets it apart from its award-winning predecessor, 
giving more coverage to the average city commuter. It also features significant 
upgrades compared to its predecessor. It is twice as bright compared to the 
original Lumos Kickstart and has a customizable matrix array integrated at the 
back. Through size, motion and brightness, the Lumos Matrix is easily one of 
the most visible and stylish helmets out there.

JURY STATEMENT:
The joy of design along with a whole load of show effects are what make this 
urban helmet from Los Angeles such fun. Programming new patterns for the 
“neon lights” on the back of helmet is particularly enjoyable.

BOOTH-NR.: B3-200

WEBSITE: https://new.lumoshelmet.co/

Lumos Matrix Helmet

WINNER
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WINNER

PRODUCT: 
Cobber - 330° Bike Light

MANUFACTURER: 
Knog, Australia

CATEGORY:
Bike Accessories

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
According to the Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents, almost two-thirds 
of cyclists killed or seriously injured were involved in collisions at, or near road 
junctions.
Knog recognized this problem is exacerbated by the lack of side visibility affor-
ded to cyclists. Thus Knog designed the Cobber a Bike light with 330º arc of light 
that is consistent at all angles, an achievement which makes Cobber a world 
first. This bike light innovation creates a lighting halo effect and allows cyclists 
to be seen from both sides as well as the traditional front and rear views. 
Beyond the 330º arc of light, the Cobber is also:100% waterproof, USB rechar-
geable and features a quick release mount.

JURY STATEMENT:
USB charging and extremely bright. These are the two aspects of these lights 
for handlebars and seatpost that especially impressed the judges. The good 
craftsmanship of this Cobber package also scores points with us on the sustai-
nability scale.

BOOTH-NR.: B1-309

WEBSITE: https://www.knog.com.au

Cobber - 330° Bike Light
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PRODUCT: 
WORN TO BE WILD Adventure Jacket

MANUFACTURER: 
woom GmbH, Austria

CATEGORY:
Apparel

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
The Swiss army knife of outdoor jackets. Packed full of clever ideas for little 
emergencies, this jacket has a special pocket for an extra pair of gloves as well 
as detachable straps so that kids can carry it like a rucksack on their back. 
Further features include a helmet-compatible hood with an integrated visor, a 
removable interior gilet and much more. Thanks to a special technique used to 
process the cotton material, this jacket is highly breathable yet also water-re-
pellent and windproof – and all that without any coating or lamination. Wind and 
weather don‘t stand a chance against young riders in this bike fit jacket!

JURY STATEMENT:
A great deal of effort has obviously gone into the design of this multipurpose 
children’s jacket. It not only caters to many useful functions but displays a par-
ticularly great attention to detail, such as the bike-related motifs on the metal 
studs.

BOOTH-NR.: A3-102

WEBSITE: https://woombikes.com

WORN TO BE WILD Adventure Jacket - 
The Supersonic Outdoor Jacket

WINNER
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WINNER

PRODUCT: 
Vento Powerstrap R2 Aeroweave

MANUFACTURER: 
fizik, Italy

CATEGORY:
Apparel

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
R2 Aeroweave is the lightest and most breathable model in the fizik perfor-
mance range, engineered with an innovative high tenacity net-like structure 
which is coupled with our stiffest carbon sole. Aeroweave, it’s an advanced 
woven fabric that interlaces lightweight nylon fibers with filaments of thermo-
plastic polymer. This blend of threads creates a material with an open, net-like 
pattern that is extremely airy, yet highly resistant and resilient. The Powerstrap 
R2 Aeroweave’s upper is so intensely vented that the riders’ socks are visible 
through it. The Aeroweave upper is complemented by Powerstrap, fizik’s innova-
tive Velcro closure designed for an enveloping fit.

JURY STATEMENT:
We were thoroughly impressed by this ultra-lightweight and breathable road 
shoe. The woven fabric ensures excellent ventilation while the design of the 
straps further enhances the elegant styling.

BOOTH-NR.: A5-301

WEBSITE: https://www.fizik.com/eu_en

Vento Powerstrap R2 Aeroweave - A pure racing shoes
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PRODUCT: 
5.10 Trailcross Mid Pro

MANUFACTURER: 
adidas | Five Ten, Germany

CATEGORY:
Apparel

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
The Trailcross family is the first flat pedal bike shoe line developed specifically 
for bike adventures.  With the growing popularity of bike packing and multiday 
bike trips such as the  Trans Alps. The need for one shoe that is comfortable 
enough to bike and hike in all day has never been in more demand. The Trail-
cross family is based off of years of development in trail running technologies 
from adidas as well as flat pedal specific insights from the Five Ten team. The 
outcome is a family of shoes which break the conventional barriers set by skate 
style flat pedal bike shoes and brings a shoe line which is comfortable on and 
off the bike in all situations.

JURY STATEMENT:
A very useful shoe aimed at the bike trekking segment. A protective quick-dry-
ing liner sock keeps the dirt out while the ergonomic design of the sole ensures 
comfort when walking.

BOOTH-NR.: A7-202

5.10 Trailcross Mid Pro - Bike Packing / Adventure Shoe

WINNER
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WINNER

PRODUCT: 
FUBi fixie

MANUFACTURER: 
Fubicom Ab Oy, Finland

CATEGORY:
(E-)Urban Bikes & (E-)Fitness Bikes

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
Looks like most bikes, but folds up in seconds and have the same features and 
design as a normal bike.

JURY STATEMENT:
The FUBI fixie brings a novel folding mechanism to what at first sight appears to 
be a conventional frame. Available in three different frame sizes, it uses steel as 
the main material to keep costs low.

WEBSITE: http://www.fubi.com and www.fubifixie.com

FUBi fixie - Normal looking folding bike
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PRODUCT: 
Coboc SEVEN Kallio

MANUFACTURER: 
Coboc, Germany

CATEGORY:
(E-)Urban Bikes & (E-)Fitness Bikes

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
A bike for the youthful and dynamic midager that fulfills all rider needs of 
today’s bestager. Pioneering in slim, lightweight and fully integrated eBikes, the 
Coboc SEVEN Kallio weighs 16.9kg only; far below standard market models. 
The E-Drive, offering up to 100 km assisted pedaling, hides inside the frame, 
which comes in 3 sizes. Coboc’s Fast Comfort Geometry ensures agile but safe 
handling. Together with the dragfree motor, all this guarantees free movement, 
horizontal and vertical, even without electric assist. Kallio is fully compliant with 
german traffic laws (StVZO), comes equipped with its integrated fender-, rack- 
& light system, kickstand and the Coboc-like integrated eBike bell.

JURY STATEMENT:
Coboc is well-known for its lightweight men’s bikes with their minimalist 
design. This model now impressively applies this same reduced and elegant 
styling to a low-entry frame.

BOOTH-NR.: A6-306

WEBSITE: https://www.coboc.biz

Coboc SEVEN Kallio - Lightest eStepTrough on Market

WINNER
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WINNER

PRODUCT: 
Issimo

MANUFACTURER: 
Fantic, Italy

CATEGORY:
(E-)Urban Bikes & (E-)Fitness Bikes

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
An icon reborn – Glide through the jam & chill with style.
More than a bike, ISSIMO is a masterpiece. Relying on Fantic’s 50 years+ ex-
perience, ISSIMO is a blend of Italian elegance & pure engineering. Designed, 
engineered & assembled in Italy, ISSIMO is one of a kind. Featuring an exclusive 
630Wh battery for endless rides, an optimized centre of gravity for higher ma-
neuverability, fat tires & suspension fork to ride safely through the city. ISSIMO:  
a 133t Urban Bike providing unmatched design, maneuverability, safety, natural 
ride feeling and a buttload of FUN.
#unexpected   #swaggarific   #swagissimo   #urbanride   #wearme

JURY STATEMENT:
Fantic, a name with a long tradition of producing motorcycles, has now turned 
its attention to the e-bike segment. The results is an entirely new category 
bringing added fun and safety to urban mobility.

BOOTH-NR.: DA-502

WEBSITE: http://fantic-bikes.com/it/

Issimo - All-New Fantic Issimo
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PRODUCT: 
My Esel E-Tour Diamant

MANUFACTURER: 
My Esel, Austria

CATEGORY:
(E-)Urban Bikes & (E-)Fitness Bikes

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
Our E-Bike (19 kg) shows a new way for mass customization within the serial 
production of e-bikes.
Beside the reduced design and special appearance, the My Esel wood frames 
offer following benefits:
a.  Through an automated cnc production and our biometric software tailor-

made frames can be offered within a serial production prozess.
b.  The hollow space within the frame enables the invisible integration of an 

e-bike system 
c.  Our frames are waterproof, durable and stiff an. At the same time they absorbs 

vibrations much better then other materials and offers a very smooth ride. 
d.  We use a renewable material. With our fokus on local and fair production we 

provide a truly sustainable product.

JURY STATEMENT:
This lightweight e-bike uses biometric software to produce a frame tailored 
precisely to its rider’s dimensions. We found this to be a particularly good appli-
cation of wood as a sustainable material in bike production.

WEBSITE: http://www.my-esel.com

My Esel E-Tour Diamant - My Esel E-Bike

WINNER
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WINNER

PRODUCT: 
MCR 9 RDO

MANUFACTURER: 
Niner Bikes, United States

CATEGORY:
(E-)Urban Bikes & (E-)Fitness Bikes

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
The Niner MCR 9 RDO is among the world‘s first full-suspension gravel bikes.  
By adding 50mm of our patented, proven CVA suspension to a dedicated gravel 
bike, we blend the confidence and control of a XC MTB with the efficiency, fit, all-
day comfort, and responsive handling of a gravel bike.  The MCR 9 (Magic Carpet 
Ride) incorporates Niner‘s RDO carbon fiber, 1-piece forged links, Enduro Max 
pivot bearings, and fixed frame mounts for bags and bottles. The suspension is 
tuned for high-frequency, low amplitude bump inputs, exactly the type encoun-
tered by gravel riders. And by maximizing sprung weight, the system encoura-
ges the wheels to stay in contact with the ground, adding maximum control.

JURY STATEMENT:
This is a true multi-talent. All the features of a full-suspension mountain bike 
are extremely well-integrated and combined with the bars and handling of a 
gravel bike.

BOOTH-NR.: A3-306

WEBSITE: https://ninerbikes.com/

MCR 9 RDO - Full suspension gravel bike
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PRODUCT: 
Cento10 Hybrid

MANUFACTURER: 
Wilier Triestina, Italy

CATEGORY:
(E-)Urban Bikes & (E-)Fitness Bikes

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
Cento10 Hybrid sets a new standard for the eRoad bike category. Super light 
weight, cables totally integrated, better safety, aero features.
Cento10 Hybrid uses the all-new Mahle-Ebikemotion motor system X35+ , with 
new ANT+ features.

JURY STATEMENT:
Using standard components and drive technology, this e-road bike presents a 
wonderful example of the current state of the art. We were impressed by the 
workmanship that has gone into every detail: from paint finish to integration of 
the e-bike components.

BOOTH-NR.: B5-200

WEBSITE: https://www.wilier.com

Cento10 Hybrid - FULLY INTEGRATED eROAD BIKE

WINNER
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WINNER

PRODUCT: 
WI.DE.

MANUFACTURER: 
Open Cycle, Switzerland

CATEGORY:
(E-)Urban Bikes & (E-)Fitness Bikes

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
The OPEN U.P. inspired a generation of gravel bikes that could fit up to 2.1” 
tires. The WI.DE. (Winding Detours) can run even bigger tires up to 2.4" while 
still fitting road cranks! The monster tires help you conquer the most extreme 
terrain, the performance geometry & narrow Q-factor keep you efficient while 
the steering geometry keeps you nimble.
The WI.DE. is very functional: * With 650b gravel or MTB tires up to 2.4”, rutted 
singletrack, slippery roots & loose rocks are no match
* With 700c gravel tires up to 46mm, even the toughest gravel roads are tackled 
at lightning speed
* With 700c road tires (35-40mm recommend), it's the most comfortable road 
bike ever invented

JURY STATEMENT:
This pioneer in gravel bikes has set a new benchmark in the segment. The mo-
del features extra-large tyres and successfully meets the technical challenges 
imposed by factors such as achieving the ideal chainline. 

BOOTH-NR.: B4-303

WEBSITE: http://www.opencycle.com

WI.DE. - Gravel bike with monster tires
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PRODUCT: 
Greyp G 6.2

MANUFACTURER: 
Greyp Bikes, Croatia

CATEGORY:
(E-)Mountainbikes

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
The Greyp G6 is an e-mtb that seamlessly fuses digital and analog - with its 
multiple sensors, onboard cameras and constant Internet connection fuses in-
puts from the rider, bike and internet, it creates an advanced riding experience. 
The bike features: 
 •  A constant onboard Internet connection through its integrated eSIM modu-

le, connected free of charge in 104 countries
 • Multiple sensors collecting up to 50 telemetry data
 • Integrated front and rear cameras
 •  A mobile app that acts as a dashboard, as a remote control and content creator 
 • Regular OTA updates for software and hardware parts
 • 36 V, 700 Wh (Li-ion) battery produced in-house

JURY STATEMENT:
This unusual and novel design comes from a young Croatian company. It fea-
tures an impressive array of digital gadgetry integrated with extremely sophisti-
cated engineering.

BOOTH-NR.: A1-502

WEBSITE: http://www.greyp.com

Greyp G 6.2 - Smart&Connected E-MTB Greyp G6

WINNER
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